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However, this relationship does ³ make Carl's ³ son, Leo, feel anger and jealousy towards Markus and his father. Markus can read a book, play chess with Carl or play the piano. Connor doesn't mention or question Kamski about delivering the android to Carl on "Meet Kamski" despite the fact that Carl (or Leo Manfred if Carl muriÃ³ on "Broken") has
been a key witness to the race ³ Markus deviated from. If Markus loses his place as elder because of the failures, North will take over and take him away. Markus can then decide Connor's fate. If John is going to be received at JericÃ³, then he explains how ³ are truckloads of blue blood and biocomponents from which the player can choose to steal or
leave with what they have already achieved. He'll shoot him in the head if Connor shoots. "This message is the hope of a people. When he talks to North ahead of the Freedom March, he can enjoy his status or show disgust at his hunger for power. Leo, upset to see them again, says the paintings are part of his heritage. Because of the ³, they filmed all
their scenes separately and were edited together.[15] During a panel at the San Diego Comic-Con 2019, Bryan and Jesse met for the first time in real life.[16] The only time the three main characters meet (not at once) is in the chapter "Crossroads" in JericÃ³. After either option he walks to the stage and addresses all the androids in the church,
announcing that humans have decided to exterminate them. Then you're about to order the unit to shoot the androids. Alternatively, if Markus is shot in the tyrant bomb, he will drag himself away from the fight. On his way out, the riot police officer was ordered to shoot the androids. The android will allow you to enter Carl'³ room. Markus can bring
the androids together to help your and agree. Markus shouts: " is the name of SimÃ ³ n, Â  Â  his shoulder. Androids are as follows Building a barricade to defend against the army in case they attack. After that, Markus will see Josh fighting against a soldier. But then he chose to open his eyes, to recover my freedom and decide who wanted to be.
Markus takes refuge in a nearby CyberLife store, North joins him if the relationship is high enough. Markus can flee from the missions of him when the danger comes or fails. The chapters of the elements of the determined elements of the Markus game have several game / statistics measures: the public opinion in the common and the states of the
personal relationship with the Community of Jericho and its Androids companies. In the versions called Markus's voice was performed by: RÃ ©, Caillebot (FrancÃ © s), and ... Â «Uchida (Japanese), Mateusz Weber (Polish), Andrea Oldani (Italian), Stanislav Tikunov (Russian) , Sascha Rotermund (German), Miguel Ãƒ Nel Loyal (Latin American Spain),
Luis Manuel MartÃn DÃAZ (Spanish Spain), Diogo Morgado (European Portuguese), Wendel Bezerra (Portuguese BrasiliÃ © s ). If Markus fails too many QTES against the soldiers who attack him, he can die. It would occur otherwise if it refuses Markus.Simon will refuse to listen and eliminate the heart of it. Markus also has the option to leave the
north, decreasing the relationship of it. However, if Markus rejected the deal, Perkins will tell him that the decision of him will achieve him to him and the people of him killed, which led Markus talking to the town of him before the army launch Your attack on the barricade. When shooting the game, Jesse Williams has never met the co-stars, Valorie
Curry and Bryan Dechart. North will try to notify Markus to kill them. She does not believe in dialogue or diplomacy with humans, and therefore responds negatively every time Markus chooses pacifist or forgiven options. Carl then says "enough". Leo affirms that his father never loved anything more than the paintings of him or anyone, including him,
to go. [4] Roto Markus and Carl will return to the house of him after a party in Museum of Modern Art. Carl will tell Markus to relax and find something to do. If Markus comes near, Gordon will say things like, “Why the hell are you looking at me so much?” Markus will then have the option of “Lift your fist”, “Sit”, “Lift your hands” or “Kneel.” Or you
can come with us, and fight by our side... Which will prevail?” - Lucy In the first chapters of the story, Markus does not speak unless necessary for his task. Markus picks up Josh and grabs his gun, rejoining the fight. She will join Markus whether she chooses a manifestation or a revolution. From this day forward, you can walk with your head held
high, you can take your destiny into your hands. An unsuccessful attack will result in the androids being forced to retreat and Simon and North (if their relationship is below their partner) being shot and killed. Markus is given the opportunity to surrender, but if he goes through with it the soldiers run away and the two leave the tent, watching Detroit
burn. As a caregiver, Markus is polite and attentive to Carl, who likes to engage in conversations with the android. Night of the Soul If Markus pushed Leo back into Broken, he will return to Carl’s house where he realizes that security has not changed for him. If Markus intervenes, he will attack the soldier. Markus rises in front of the Hart Plaza
camp with North, Josh and Simon. When asked what happened to the money Carl gave him last time, Leo dodges the question and continues to demand money. If Connor’s Software Instability is high enough, you will be able to fight against your programming. Markus continues to advance towards the camp and is able to make his way to the grenade
and throw it at the soldiers. Markus, the remaining members of his team, and Connor will all be seen standing in a large container while Markus gives his final speech to the deviants, declaring his freedom Rights as equal to humans. Markus becomes to face the people of him, and "We are ... if Connor can't figure out how ³ get out of the jardÃn Zen in
time, then shoot Markus, since he's giving his final speech to the Androids. We will not punish a crime with another crime." - Markus decides to save Chris Miller and his partner in Capitol Park. Markus will hold the flag with your desired symbol chosen in Ã© and shout to your device (along with the other remaining Android) which is now free. If
Markus and North have the status of the relationship ³ a lover, Markus may choose to kiss north. If Markus was made to turn off like the last of JericÃ³, and opted to go at a crossroads, he would lean on the same roof seen at the beginning of the March freedom. If John isn't welcome to join, be angry and start shouting "You are no better than
humans!", then the alarm will sound and he will have to go. [9] The Stratford tower opens the cap with Markus sitting on a bench, watching how ³ humans treat Androids. If the player chooses to activate the detonator, a large explosion will occur ³ Detroit at some distance from the ³. Either way, leave the north. Capt's booth at the time. If this also
doesn't stay a machine, Markus will disarm Connor and flee the area and Connor will take him to his side. If Markus decides to turn himself in, North is outraged. You show yourself north and Markus can talk to her. As lovers, the north will always remain loyal, no matter what Markus chooses. "We are free!" - Markus to his people after activating the
dirty bomb in the battle for Detroit. Markus helps Carl with all day-to-day tasks, but mainly provides compaÃ±Ãa. As lovers, Markus and North can share kisses throughout history, in bad endings, they can die together, or with the right choices, they celebrate freedom. Its name has another simbÃ ³ lico side since "Markus" is consonant with the word
"Mark", which means it has Objective or a goal. If North or Simon (if the North is dead or the relationship is not high enough), it is a one Or higher, you will realize and run to him. If Connor stayed on a machine, instead, he will confront Markus. Markus will scan a surrounding graffiti for clues and follow the path, discovering other destroyed androids
before finally finding Jericho, an old freighter abandoned from the ship. Androids and the North continue down the street. “I know who you are, I can see through you!” ... The only Android NPC VH500 Worker for the Flower Shop can still be found on the list of models. He walks forward and picks up the pace until he’s running, and the rest of the
androids catch up. North declares “freedom or death” and Markus repeats it with conviction, before signaling to launch the attack. He asks for her identification, and while he is handing it over, he converts it and asks her to help him, which she does. North will be hostile and disappointed by Markus because of his decision. However, if the public
opinion is at least “friendly” or higher after choosing either of those two options, President Warren will order the Army to stop and retreat, sparing Markus and the others. Fortunately, he restarts and runs a diagnostic on himself, and realizes that his legs are missing, his right eye has been torn out, he is losing his audio processor, and his Thirium
pump regulator is broken. He realizes that Leo treats him unfairly and asks why he should obey Carl’s commands. Battle for the Detroit Revolution Markus The chapter begins with Markus making a speech and demand. Markus can send a message to the Androids to escape, ask northward for Josh and Simon (if he survived the Stratford Tower) and
the helicopters attacking Jericho. If Markus accepts Perkins' deal, he’ll tell Markus he made the right decision. This character has since been revealed to have been Riley. [21] Markus is the Character in the game to have 2 different eyes colors even though your blue eye was a biocomponent acquired later. North, Josh, Simon (or a one es sukraM .niaR
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al ne tciddA hceT ed olucÃtra nu ed atneuc We can live in peace and build a better future for humans and androids. However, if Markus tries to save the North, and is not injured previously, he will give the soldiers or die the time to buy Jericho to escape. This is symbolic of Markus' character if the player chooses to make him violent while fighting
against human oppression. Compared to North and Josh, he doesn’t really care if Markus chooses more peaceful or violent methods, and can be considered neutral. If Markus is unpopular with Jericho, the North and the others decide what will be best for Jericho if Markus steps down as leader and leaves them. Officer Chris Miller and his partner are
keeping in touch. The developers considered the option of Markus having other love interests besides the north, but found it unmanageable due to the growing complexity of the branching narrative. Upon meeting Lucy, who heals her injuries, Markus talks with Simon, Josh, and North about their plan to go to the CyberLife warehouse and docks in
Detroit. One by one, the others will leave, until only Markus and North are left. If Markus dies in the freedom of March and at the crossroads, the North will take the lead, but it was shown that he is not sure of his skills and thinks that Markus would be better instead. If Markus decides to sacrifice himself during the Freedom March, he has a high
relationship with Simon, and John did not join or die earlier, Simon will attack the police to make Markus crawl. Markus can send a message to the Androids to escape, ask north about Josh and Simon (if he survived at Stratford Tower) and the helicopters attacking Jericho. Before some more Museum about him, however, Carl’s son, Leo, suddenly gets
into his home on high drugs and asks for money. Similarly, if Markus chose to defend himself against Leo, and meets Carla later on the night of the soul, Carl may .selaicifo .selaicifo sod a ev sukraM ,aÃcilop al artnoc nahcul sdiordnA sol omoC .ojih us omoc sukraM a his assault rifles against him and one near him, causing Markus to attack any of
them. Markus will convert the android, and beg him to let him see Carl. He is then run over by a tank explosion but gets up and rushes a lot of soldiers. The two will flee the area, and meet North. They both refuse to accept this and tell him that their hearts are compatible and he must take his own. However, if he has a negative relationship with her,
she will refuse to talk about her past and leave. Despite considering himself to be nothing more than a machine in the time they spent together, Markus considers Carl as his own father. Markus may choose to reject him out of his love for her. If Connor confronts, then he releases him and Markus uses the dirty bomb, seems to die from his wounds. But
it’s also a warning. Before they can do serious damage to Markus, a Detroit police officer steps in and tells the group to leave him alone or he will fine them for the damage. Markus' serial number is #684 842 971. You gave us life. If Markus insisted on refusing to talk to Perkins, then Perkins will leave while Markus talks to his people before the
soldiers throw a grenade at the barricade, stunning most of the androids. Quote “ There is something inside me that knows I am more than they say. Douglas Mitchell, a hot dog salesman who pushes Markus away if he stands still near his stall for too long, asserting he’s chasing away his customers, and a preacher named Gordon Penwick is talking
about how androids are “demons” and how technology is corrupting People. Richard Perkins (Determinant) If Markus fails to escape or saves North but loses the fight that follows with the soldiers, Perkins will execute Markus with his gun. Markus is then seen standing alone in Hart Square, holding a flag displaying the symbol of sukraM sukraM a
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